
Year 8 - Project 1– Homework Task 1 

 

Design Brief: Westminster city council have just relaxed restrictions on the billboard/signs that the 

theatres in the west end can use. As such they can be much more interactive and can have lights and 

a lot more interesting elements. Your task is to design and make a model sign for the show of your 

choosing that can be presented to the producer as a new concept. Each product must have lights to 

add an element of showmanship, have pictures of cast members and the title of the show. You may 

choose to include anything else that is relevant to the show. 

What is a Mood Board? It is an arrangement of images, materials, pieces of text, etc. intended 
to evoke or project a particular style or concept. Below are some examples of a mood board 
focused on west end shows. You can do it for lots of shows or just one in particular. 

Checklist: 

⃝ Relevant Images 

⃝ Keywords 

⃝ Colourful 

⃝ STRETCH 

Mood Board– I can use a creative method to generate potential ideas. Homework 

Task 1 

STRETCH: The Mood board is analysed on the back with key aspects explained  

1 2 3 

Before you start designing your billboard it is vital to conduct some research to make sure 

that the designs are focussed and relevant. All sorts of designers use Mood Boards to 

help them be creative. 

Task: Your task is to create a mood board that is inspired by the 

design brief you have been given. It must be A4 in size and full of 

images, colours and key words. You may want to STRETCH your-

self by adding Key Points to the back of the work for an AP. 

Note: This can be printed at school or emailed to your teacher 

(this will need to be before the deadline). 


